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Abstract—How to manufacture a low-cost digital still camera
(DSC) that can meanwhile provide a good image quality is always
an engineering challenge. For this purpose, the color filter array
(CFA) is perhaps the most commonly used structure for modern
DSCs. However, since most of the color information is filtered out,
a good interpolation process is required to retrieve the original
image. Many interpolation methods have thus been proposed.
In this work, we propose to perform the edge-preserving signal
correlation based (EP-SCB) interpolation [1] as a second pass
to those images restored from some other existing interpolation
methods such as local polynomial approximation intersection of
confidence intervals (LPA-ICI) rule [2]. Experiments show that
most of the images’ PSNRs can be improved by the second pass.
The simplicity of the EP-SCB hence makes it a suitable candidate
as an enhancement option for DSCs techniques.
Index Terms—Bayer pattern, color filter array, color interpolation, ordered sequences, edge-preserving interpolation

I. I NTRODUCTION
The image data nowadays are mostly represented by using
the RGB format, where each pixel consists of Red, Green
and Blue data. Although rich in color, this may triple the
cost of a digital still camera (DSC) and make it less cost
competitive in real market. How to manufacture a low-cost
DSC that can meanwhile provide a good image quality thus
becomes a practical engineering challenge.
A solution to the aforementioned challenge is to employ
only one charge-coupled device (CCD) for a selective color
from Red, Green and Blue in each pixel, and restore the
missing two colors via interpolation of nearby pixel data. This
can considerably cut down the cost of a DSC by avoiding using
three sets of CCDs respectively for Red, Green and Blue color
data in each pixel. As such, the arrangement of the so-called
color filter should carefully conform to human vision so that
the impact on image quality can be minimized.
The most common color filter array (CFA) is perhaps the
Bayer CFA as shown in Fig. 1. In the Bayer CFA, the RGB
pixels are arranged in a way that more than half of the pixel
positions are allocated to Green channels since the human
eyes are much more sensitive to Green color. In literatures,
many interpolation methods such as bilinear and edge-directed
interpolations [3][4] have been proposed. As expected, interchannel interpolation can preserve better image quality than
interpolation only among the same color data; yet, the relation
among different color channels should be well modeled first.
Two correlation models have been used for CFA data, which
are the color difference rule and the color ratio rule. The color
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Fig. 1.

Bayer color filter array.

difference rule asserts that the differences between Red, Green
and Blue vary slightly. In implementation, it specifically abides
by the rule that in a small area, the differences between Red,
Green and Blue color values in each pixel will remain constant.
On the other hand, the color ratio rule as its name reveals is
based on the premise that the ratios between different color
values in a pixel remain constant in a small local area. An
example of the latter is the normalized color-ratio modeling
proposed by Lukac and Plataniotis in 2004 [5].
Experiments show that both rules are effective when images exhibit mostly low frequency changes. Since the color
difference rule is more computationally efficient, the color
difference rule is more wildly used in practice.
Examples of applying the color difference rule to CFA data
are briefed below. In 1988, Freeman proposed to use a median
filter upon the one-dimensional color difference among color
channels [6]. In 2003, also based on the color difference rule,
a simple but effective linear interpolation method, called the
signal correlation based (SCB) interpolation, was devised by
Pei and Lam [7]. In the same year, Lu and Tan offered another
linear interpolation for which the weighting interpolative coefficients are calculated based on edge sensing [8]. Comparison
of these interpolation methods can be found in [9].
Alternatively, some researchers propose to stress edges in
the interpolation such as Pekkucuksen [10]. This can be
viewed as a variation of spectral-spatial approaches. The
spectral-spatial correlation (SSC) model can be regarded as
an extension of the inter-channel correlation model. In 2007,
an SSC-based interpolation was proposed by Tsai and Song in
their two-stage approach [11]. Later in 2008, Chung proposed
to combine the SSC with a gradient edge detection based on
Sobel masks [12]. In 2009, Li and Randhawa also combined

several techniques such as a weighted median with high order
polynomial interpolation in different directions, and confirmed
the effectiveness of certain approach to preserve edges [13].
All the works mentioned above do not incorporate statistical
or adaptive techniques. However in certain situations, statistical or adaptive techniques may provide additional help to
interpolation results. An example of the former can be the
statistical approach proposed by Chang and Chen in 2007,
where the missing color values are statistically estimated from
the color differences available [14]. An example of the latter
as proposed by Paily et al. is one that uses spatially adaptive
interpolation for noiseless and noisy CFA data [2]. It is referred
to as the local polynomial approximation combining with
intersection of confidence intervals (LPA-ICI) in the paper,
and has been shown to provide a good color interpolation.
In this paper, we propose an alternative two-pass approach
to perform color interpolation of CFA data. Experiments based
on 24 Kodak images show that our two-pass scheme in general
produce images of better PSNRs than the conventional onepass interpolation method. Details will be given in subsequent
sections.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Two sample patterns used for bilinear interpolation. (a) Only the blue
color is known at the center position, and (b) only the green color is known
at the center position.

Fig. 3.

Sample pattern used for EP-SCB.

II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some existing interpolation
methods such as bilinear (BI) and edge preserving (EP) SCB.
These will be the basis for our two-pass interpolation approach
introduced in the next section.
A. Bilinear (BI) and EP-Bilinear (EP-BI) Interpolation
Bilinear interpolation is commonly used as the performance
baseline for comparison because of its simplicity. In order
to obtain the missing target values, it simply averages the
nearby pixel values. Specifically, for the center pixel position
in Fig. 2(a), the missing green and red values are respectively
given by
G′ 5 = (G2 + G4 + G6 + G8) /4

(1)

R′ 5 = (R1 + R3 + R7 + R9) /4.

(2)

In another case like Fig. 2(b), the missing red and blue colors
are respectively given by
R′ 5 = (R2 + R8) /2
B ′ 5 = (B4 + B6) /2.

(3)
(4)

An immediate observation from the above formulas is
that they consider no signal correlation among R, G and B
channels. Such a simplification, although facilitating its implementation, produces less accurate color values, and the edges
in images may become zigzagged like saw teeth after being
bilinearly interpolated. To avoid such a distortion, we proposed
to use the edge-preserving enhancement, and combine it with
the bilinear interpolation [1]. In our proposal, we replace the
averages in (1) and (2) with medians:
G′ 5 = median{G2, G4, G6, G8}
R′ 5 = median{R1, R3, R7, R9}

(5)
(6)

where mathematically,
∑4
Ai − max(A) − min(A)
median(A) = i=1
.
2

(7)

and A = {A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 }. Experiments showed that EPbilinear can preserve more edge details and results in a better
image quality.
B. EP-SCB Interpolation
Considering the correlation among color channels, Pei and
Tam proposed the SCB method to interpolate the CCD CFA
data using an empirical RGB signal correlation model [7].
Based on similar idea, we replaced the averages in the SCB
interpolation formulas with medians, and showed that edges,
as well as the image quality in terms of peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR), could be improved [1]. Specifically, in our EPSCB proposal, the formulas of color differences Kr and Kb
are changed to:
Kb 2 = median{Gb, Ge, G3, G6} − B2
Kr 3 = G3 − (R1 + R7)/2
Kb 3 = G3 − (B2 + B4)/2
{
Kr 6 = G6 − (R5 + R7)/2
Kb 6 = G6 − (B2 + B10)/2
Kr 7 = median{G3, G6, G8, G11} − R7
{

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

where the pixel positions are defined in Fig. 3. Note that no
computation is necessary for Kr 2 and Kb 7 since they are
unused.
With these auxiliary Kr and Kb channel values, the missing
R and B channel values respectively for positions B2 and R7

are similarly changed to:
G′ 2 = B2 + median{Kb a, Kb e, Kb 3, Kb 6} (12)
R′ 2 = G′ 2 − median{Kr a, Kr 1, Kr 5, Kr 7} (13)
and
G′ 7 = R7 + median{Kr 3, Kr 6, Kr 8, Kr 11}
′

(14)

′

B 7 = G 7 − median{Kb 2, Kb 4, Kb 10, Kb 12}. (15)
The missing R and B channel values for position G3 remain:
R′ 3 =
B′3 =

G3 − (Kr 1 + Kr 7)/2
G3 − (Kb 2 + Kb 4)/2.

(16)
(17)

Note that the interpolated R and B channel values for position,
say, G6 can be likewisely obtained as (16) and (17) and hence
we omit their formulas.
Compared with the bilinear interpolation that uses only nine
neighboring pixels to reconstruct the missing colors, the SCB
interpolation (as well as EP-SCB interpolation) uses thirteen
pixels to perform the same task. As an example in Fig. 3, the
thirteen colored pixels R1, R5, R7, R9, R13, G3, G6, G8, G11,
B2, B4, B10, and B12 are used to generate B7 and G7. As a
consequence, the SCB and EP-SCB interpolations in general
produce better results than bilinear-based interpolations.
III. T WO -PASS C OLOR I NTERPOLATION
When further investigating the EP-SCB interpolation, we
find that the PSNRs can be further improved if the color
differences Kr and Kb are more accurately estimated. In
the extreme case, if idea Kr and Kb values (in the sense
that they are computed from the original image data, not
from interpolation) are used, the resulting interpolated image
is almost in no difference from the original image. On the
other hand, if we apply the EP-SCB to an interpolated image
previously obtained from other interpolation approaches, improvement on image quality is usually resulted. Based on these
observations, we propose a two-pass interpolation scheme,
where the first pass computes an initial estimation of the
missing RGB colors by state-of-the-art interpolation methods
in literatures (including our EP-SCB), and the second pass
applies the EP-SCB to render a better edge preserving effect
as well as to refine the PSNR. Experiment results shown
later confirm that the quality of most images can be further
improved by such a two-pass scheme. Some detail description
of our proposal is summarized in the following.
A. First Pass Interpolation
The task of the first pass is to obtain an initial estimation of
the missing colors. Hence, one can use any color interpolation
method in literatures. In this work, we will test the SCB interpolation [7], the EP-SCB interpolation [1] and the LPA-ICI
[2], where the last one produces perhaps the best image quality
thus far in literatures. It is worth mentioning that the authors
in [2] also provide the PSNR of an “ideal” LPA-ICI (in the
sense that the ideal image values are used in some steps) as an
“unachievable” performance benchmark for the LPA-ICI, and

showed that the performance of their interpolation method has
already come close to this ideal benchmark value. By adding
a second-pass EP-SCB to the first-pass LPA-ICI, the resultant
PSNR can even exceed these performance benchmarks for
certain images. This again validates the effectiveness of our
proposal in those images that are rich in edges.
B. Second Pass Interpolation
In the second pass, since all pixels already have R, G and B
channel values from the first pass, in stead of using (8)–(11),
the auxiliary Kr and Kb values can be computed directly from
Kr = G − R
Kb = G − B.

(18)
(19)

The next step then follows (12)–(17).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the experimental results of the proposed twopass interpolation schemes are illustrated. The test images we
used are the circular zone plate (CZP) image and Kodak images of 512 × 768 pixels in size [15]. The performance index
adopted in this work is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
[16], where given the original image f (i, j) and estimated
image g(i, j) of size M × N , the PSNR is defined by
(255)2
,
MSE
where the number 255 in the numerator is set due to that the
image values lies between 0 and 255. In the above formula,
MSE stands for the mean squared error and is computed
through
PSNR = 10 log10

MSE =

M −15 N −15
1 ∑ ∑
[f (i, j) − g(i, j)]2 .
M N i=16 j=16

Notably, since the resulting interpolated channel values of border pixels are by no means accurate due to that the interpolated
masks in these positions cover some non-existing pixels, 15
border pixels are excluded in the computation of the MSE
[10][2]. Based on these settings, six interpolation methods are
experimented, which are EP-PI, EP-SCB, LPA-ICI, EP-PI+EPSCB, EP-SCB+EP-SCB and LAP-ICI+EP-SCB. The first three
will be conveniently referred to as single-pass interpolation
methods, as contrasted to the latter three two-pass interpolation
methods.
A. CZP Image Test
In order to test the effect of the proposed two-pass scheme
on images with high spatial frequency as well as images
with low spatial frequency, we use a typical CZP image for
testing. A 512 × 512 CZP image, as exemplified in Fig. 4(a),
is produced according to
[ π (
)] 255
255
(i − 255.5)2 + (j − 255.5)2 +
f (i, j) =
cos
2
256
2
for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 511, and the same f (i, j) values are used for all
three RGB color channels. It can be observed from Fig. 4(a)

Fig. 5. Zoomed image details of Kodak images restored using different
interpolation methods.

Fig. 4. Test results for the CZP image. (a) The original CZP image. (b)–(e)
Zoomed image details for different interpolation methods. The corresponding
PSNRs are tabularized at the bottom.

that the larger i and j are, the higher the spatial frequency is,
and aliasing may occur at high-spatial-frequency pixels.
The experiment we perform is to remove those color channel
values that do not exist in a Bayer CFA, and restore them
by the aforementioned interpolation methods. Fig. 4(b)–(e)
show the enlarged images of the red-boxed region in Fig. 4(a)
respectively restored by four different interpolation methods.
The corresponding PSNRs are also listed at the bottem. By this
experiment, we observe that in comparison with the singlepass counterpart, the EP-SCB-based second pass can always
improve the PSNRs of the images. This observation supports
our anticipation that the two-pass scheme can result in a better
image quality.
B. Kodak Image Test
In this experiment, six interpolation methods will be tested,
including three existing (single-pass) methods (i.e., EP-BI,
EP-SCB, and LPA-ICI) and three two-pass schemes (i.e.,
EP-BI+EP-SCB, EP-SCB+EP-SCB, and LPA-ICI+EP-SCB).
Twenty-four Kodak lossless images are used for testing [15].
Similar to the test in the previous subsection, 15 border pixels
are excluded in the computation of the MSE. The test results
are summarized in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
From Fig. 5, it can be observed that the EP-BI+EP-SCB
improves the EP-BI. It is however hard to draw the same
conclusion from the other two two-pass interpolation methods
because their single-pass counterparts already produces images

of good quality. Some quantitative indices such as PSNRs may
be required in order to tell the improvement.
The tables in Figs. 6 and 7 list all the PSNRs of the
resulting restored images. For clarity, the larger PSNR of the
two respectively from single-pass and two-pass schemes is
boldfaced in these two tables. The experiments show that most
of the images’ PSNRs can be improved by the second pass. In
particular, out of 24 × 3 = 72 PSNR numbers for 24 images,
72, 68 and 50 are increased by the second pass respectively
for EP-BI, EP-SCB and LPA-ICI. Although there are certain
cases that the PSNRs are decreased by the second pass, the
decrements are in general smaller than the increments. Hence,
the test results confirm the general effectiveness of performing
the second pass interpolation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a two-pass interpolation scheme
to further improve the image quality for CFA data. CZP
and Kodak images were used to test our scheme. The high
PSNRs obtained from the CZP image test then confirmed the
anticipated good edge preserving capability of the proposed
approach. The Kodak image test subsequently confirmed the
applicability of our approach to real-world images. Notably,
our method can use any existing color interpolation method
as the first pass, and perform the EP-SCB as the second pass.
An immediate question that follows is whether the image
quality can be further improved by a third pass (or more) of
the EP-SCB. Due to the non-linear nature of the EP-SCB,
we found that the answer is not necessarily positive. It would
be an interesting future work to analyze why only a secondpass is sufficient as well as why such an iteration could not
necessarily converge to a better result. In addition, to find out
how to recover images with noise may be another future work
of interest.
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Fig. 6.

PSNRs of 12 Kodak images by different interpolation methods.

Fig. 7.

PSNRs of 12 Kodak images by different interpolation methods.

